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philia ˈ f ɪ l i ə from ancient greek φιλία philía is one of the four ancient greek words for love philia storge
agape and eros in aristotle s nicomachean ethics philia is usually translated as friendship or affection the
complete opposite is called a phobia philia is the greek word for close friendship or brotherly love it is one of
the four types of love in the bible expressing mutual respect devotion and affection among christians philia
φιλία is a greek word for love that implies spiritual connection trust and sharing of the same values it is a vital
component of romantic love and contrasts with eros the sexual desire learn more about philia and other types
of love according to the ancient and modern greeks original word φιλία ας ἡ part of speech noun feminine
transliteration philia phonetic spelling fil ee ah definition friendship usage friendship affection fondness love
helps word studies cognate 5373 philía friendship warm affection see 5368 phileō philia φιλία philía means
affectionate regard friendship usually between equals it is a dispassionate virtuous love in aristotle s
nicomachean ethics philia is expressed variously as loyalty to friends brotherly love family and community it
requires virtue equality and familiarity phonetic spelling fil eh o definition to love usage i love of friendship
regard with affection cherish i kiss helps word studies 5368 philéō from 5384 phílos affectionate friendship
properly to show warm affection in intimate friendship characterized by tender heartfelt consideration and
kinship transliteration philos phonetic spelling fee los definition beloved dear friendly usage friendly subst a
friend an associate helps word studies 5384 phílos a friend someone dearly loved prized in a personal intimate
way a trusted confidant held dear in a close bond of personal affection adjective edit φῐ λος phílos m feminine
φῐ λη neuter φῐ λον first second declension that which is loved or important beloved dear of or from a friend
less commonly loving friendly noun edit φῐλῐ ᾱ philíā f genitive φῐλῐ ᾱς first declension friendship love affection
fondness friendliness kindliness without any affection sexual love like ἔρως érōs with regard to things fondness
for regarded as the natural force which unites discordant elements and movements as νεῖκος neîkos keeps
them apart plato discusses love erôs and friendship philia primarily in two dialogues the lysis and the
symposium though the phaedrus also adds significantly to his views philia affectionate love the second type of
love is philia or friendship plato felt that physical attraction was not a necessary part of love hence the use of
the word platonic to mean without physical attraction agape selfless universal love the third is agape selfless
universal love such as the love for strangers nature or god original greek ϕιλία philía philia is affectionate love
philia is the type of love that involves friendship philia is the kind of love that strong friends feel toward each
other however it doesn t stop there strong s number g5373 matches the greek φιλία philia which occurs 1
times in 1 verses in the tr greek view ot results in the lxx greek concordance philia or deep friendship the
second variety of love was philia or friendship which the greeks valued far more than the base sexuality of eros
philia concerned the deep comradely friendship that developed between brothers in arms who had fought side
by side on the battlefield faraone distinguishes these two types of love eros and philia and their related magics
as overwhelmingly gender based men used the eros based agoge spells ago lead designed to lead women to
them women the philia spells men used the spells to make women burn with passion women used the spells as
aphrodisiacs love 5368 phileo from phílos loved dear friend means to be a friend to another to be fond of have
a liking for an individual or an object to have or show affection for in some contexts it means to kiss another as
a mark of tenderness for that person phileo denotes personal attachment and is more a matter of sentiment or
feeling based on a philosophical interpretation of the ancient concepts philia and agape the present
contribution offers a comparative study of the ancient greek ethics of friendship and the christian theology of
love 1 the nature of love eros philia and agape the philosophical discussion regarding love logically begins with
questions concerning its nature this implies that love has a nature a proposition that some may oppose arguing
that love is conceptually irrational in the sense that it cannot be described in rational or meaningful
propositions murder among friends violation of philia in greek tragedy elizabeth s belfiore murder among
friends violation of philia in greek tragedy oxford oxford university press 2000 1 online resource xix 282 pages
isbn 9780195351248 1 responses review by c w marshall memorial university of newfoundland the greek root
phil originates from the greek word meaning love for example philosophy along with the greek root soph
meaning wisdom is the study of human customs and the significance of life one of the most common uses of
the root phil is with philias a philia is the love or obsession with a particular thing or subject
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philia wikipedia
May 03 2024

philia ˈ f ɪ l i ə from ancient greek φιλία philía is one of the four ancient greek words for love philia storge
agape and eros in aristotle s nicomachean ethics philia is usually translated as friendship or affection the
complete opposite is called a phobia

philia meaning the love of close friendship in greek
Apr 02 2024

philia is the greek word for close friendship or brotherly love it is one of the four types of love in the bible
expressing mutual respect devotion and affection among christians

9 different types of love according to the ancient greeks
Mar 01 2024

philia φιλία is a greek word for love that implies spiritual connection trust and sharing of the same values it is
a vital component of romantic love and contrasts with eros the sexual desire learn more about philia and other
types of love according to the ancient and modern greeks

strong s greek 5373 φιλία philia friendship
Jan 31 2024

original word φιλία ας ἡ part of speech noun feminine transliteration philia phonetic spelling fil ee ah
definition friendship usage friendship affection fondness love helps word studies cognate 5373 philía
friendship warm affection see 5368 phileō

greek words for love wikipedia
Dec 30 2023

philia φιλία philía means affectionate regard friendship usually between equals it is a dispassionate virtuous
love in aristotle s nicomachean ethics philia is expressed variously as loyalty to friends brotherly love family
and community it requires virtue equality and familiarity

strong s greek 5368 φιλέω phileó to love bible hub
Nov 28 2023

phonetic spelling fil eh o definition to love usage i love of friendship regard with affection cherish i kiss helps
word studies 5368 philéō from 5384 phílos affectionate friendship properly to show warm affection in intimate
friendship characterized by tender heartfelt consideration and kinship

strong s greek 5384 φίλος philos beloved dear friendly
Oct 28 2023

transliteration philos phonetic spelling fee los definition beloved dear friendly usage friendly subst a friend an
associate helps word studies 5384 phílos a friend someone dearly loved prized in a personal intimate way a
trusted confidant held dear in a close bond of personal affection

φίλος wiktionary the free dictionary
Sep 26 2023

adjective edit φῐ λος phílos m feminine φῐ λη neuter φῐ λον first second declension that which is loved or
important beloved dear of or from a friend less commonly loving friendly
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φιλία wiktionary the free dictionary
Aug 26 2023

noun edit φῐλῐ ᾱ philíā f genitive φῐλῐ ᾱς first declension friendship love affection fondness friendliness
kindliness without any affection sexual love like ἔρως érōs with regard to things fondness for regarded as the
natural force which unites discordant elements and movements as νεῖκος neîkos keeps them apart

plato on friendship and eros stanford encyclopedia of
Jul 25 2023

plato discusses love erôs and friendship philia primarily in two dialogues the lysis and the symposium though
the phaedrus also adds significantly to his views

the 8 ancient greek words for love greek city times
Jun 23 2023

philia affectionate love the second type of love is philia or friendship plato felt that physical attraction was not
a necessary part of love hence the use of the word platonic to mean without physical attraction agape selfless
universal love the third is agape selfless universal love such as the love for strangers nature or god

8 greek words for different types of love dictionary com
May 23 2023

original greek ϕιλία philía philia is affectionate love philia is the type of love that involves friendship philia is
the kind of love that strong friends feel toward each other however it doesn t stop there

g5373 philia strong s greek lexicon kjv blue letter bible
Apr 21 2023

strong s number g5373 matches the greek φιλία philia which occurs 1 times in 1 verses in the tr greek view ot
results in the lxx greek concordance

the ancient greeks 6 words for love and why knowing them
Mar 21 2023

philia or deep friendship the second variety of love was philia or friendship which the greeks valued far more
than the base sexuality of eros philia concerned the deep comradely friendship that developed between
brothers in arms who had fought side by side on the battlefield

greek eros and philia love magic thoughtco
Feb 17 2023

faraone distinguishes these two types of love eros and philia and their related magics as overwhelmingly
gender based men used the eros based agoge spells ago lead designed to lead women to them women the
philia spells men used the spells to make women burn with passion women used the spells as aphrodisiacs

love phileo greek word study precept austin
Jan 19 2023

love 5368 phileo from phílos loved dear friend means to be a friend to another to be fond of have a liking for an
individual or an object to have or show affection for in some contexts it means to kiss another as a mark of
tenderness for that person phileo denotes personal attachment and is more a matter of sentiment or feeling
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philia and agape ancient greek ethics of friendship and
Dec 18 2022

based on a philosophical interpretation of the ancient concepts philia and agape the present contribution
offers a comparative study of the ancient greek ethics of friendship and the christian theology of love

philosophy of love internet encyclopedia of philosophy
Nov 16 2022

1 the nature of love eros philia and agape the philosophical discussion regarding love logically begins with
questions concerning its nature this implies that love has a nature a proposition that some may oppose arguing
that love is conceptually irrational in the sense that it cannot be described in rational or meaningful
propositions

murder among friends violation of philia in greek tragedy
Oct 16 2022

murder among friends violation of philia in greek tragedy elizabeth s belfiore murder among friends violation
of philia in greek tragedy oxford oxford university press 2000 1 online resource xix 282 pages isbn
9780195351248 1 responses review by c w marshall memorial university of newfoundland

phil wikipedia
Sep 14 2022

the greek root phil originates from the greek word meaning love for example philosophy along with the greek
root soph meaning wisdom is the study of human customs and the significance of life one of the most common
uses of the root phil is with philias a philia is the love or obsession with a particular thing or subject
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